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Maps of orientation
preference
and selectivity,
inferred from
differential
images of orientation
(Blasdel,
1992), reveal linear organizations
in patches, 0.5-l .O mm across, where orientation selectivities
are high, and where preferred
orientations rotate linearly along one axis while remaining constant
along the other. Most of these linear zones lie between the
centers of adjacent
ocular dominance
columns, with their
short iso-orientation
slabs oriented perpendicular,
in regions
enjoying the greatest binocular
overlap. These two-dimensional linear zones are segregated
by one- and zero-dimensional discontinuities
that are particularly
abundant
in the
centers of ocular dominance
columns, and that are also correlated with cytochrome
oxidase-rich
zones within them.
Discontinuities
smaller than 90” extend in one dimension,
as
fractures, while discontinuities
greater than 90” are confined
to points, in the form of singularities,
that are generated
when orientation
preferences
rotate continuously
through
+ 180”along
circular paths. The continuous
rotations through
180” imply that direction
preferences
are not organized
laterally in striate cortex. And they also ensure that preferences
for all orientations
converge
at each singularity,
with perpendicular
orientations
represented
uniquely close together
on opposite
sides.
The periodic interspersing
of linear zones and singularities
suggests
that orientation
preferences
are organized
by at
least two competing
schemes.
They are optimized
for linearity, along with selectivity
and binocularity,
in the linear
zones, and they are optimized
for density near singularities.
Since upper-layer
neurons are likely to have similarly sized
dendritic
fields in all regions (Lund and Yoshioka,
1991),
those in the linear zones should receive precise information
about narrowly
constrained
orientations,
while those near
singularities
should receive coarse information
about all orientations-very
different inputs that suggest different perceptual functions.

Cells in striate
cortex are characterized by two responseproperties-ocular dominanceand orientation selectivity (Hubel and
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Wiesel, 1962, 1968, 1972, 1974a,b)-that receive much attention on account of their presumedrelevance to vision. Ocular
dominance is associatedwith binocularity, the convergenceof
inputs from both eyesonto singlecellsthat is thought to underlie
stereopsis.Even though most cells respond to either eye, they
usually are dominated by one. And, in old-world primates, this
dominance is thought to reflect the segregatedbands of right
and left eye inputs in layer 4c (Hubel and Wiesel, 1972; Blasdel
and Lund, 1982). The cells in layer 4c respond exclusively to
the eye providing input, and since the cells above and below
are dominated by this eyeaswell, slab-shapedocular dominance
domains may be defined, as illustrated in Figure lc (Hubel and
Wiesel, 1972).
Orientation selectivity is associatedwith edges,and governed
by at leasttwo variables-preference and selectivity- which vary.
While orientation preferencesare aligned vertically (Hubel and
Wiesel, 1974a), like ocular dominance, they are organized laterally in ways that have proven difficult to understand. By directing electrodeslaterally, through the upper layers, Hubel and
Wiesel(l974a) discovered that the preferred orientation rotates
linearly with distance(seeFig. la,b). Since it rotates at different
rates for different penetrations,they reasonedthat it must entail
constant valuesalongone horizontal axis and constantly rotating
onesalong the other. This led them to suggestthat orientation
preferencesmight be representedin parallel slabsas well, like
those for ocular dominance only narrower (seeFig. lc). They
alsosuggestedthat orientation and ocular dominanceslabsmight
intersect at right angles.
Hubel and Wiesel’s suggestionof extended orientation slabs
seemedto be confirmed by 2-deoxyglucose(2DG) (Sokoloff et
al., 1977) experiments that revealed the expected slab-shaped
patterns of activity in responseto singleorientations (Hubel et
al., 1978; Schoppmannand Stryker, 1981). But their suggestion
that ocular dominance and orientation slabsintersect at right
anglesappearedto be ruled out by the sameexperiments. Both
conclusions had to be reevaluated, however, when it became
evident (Horton and Hubel, 1980;Livingstoneand Hubel, 1984a)
that parts of the 2DG-labeled “orientation columns”-those
containing high concentrations of the mitochondrial enzyme
cytochrome oxidase (Wong-Riley, 1979)-are not selective for
orientation, and that they also have high metabolic rates that
make them label indiscriminately, even at rest (Humphrey and
Hendrickson, 1983).
While it now is acknowledgedthat 2DG-labeled orientation
bands reflect more than preferencesfor one orientation, it frequently is assumedthat blobs are simply labeledin addition to
the “orientation columns” illustrated in Figure 1c. Horton and
Hubel’s (1980) findings imply much more, however. Since cytochrome oxidase blobs are always included in bandsof 2DG
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label, orientation-selective regions cannot extend farther than
spacesbetween blobs, which are 350 pm apart on average. Recent findings (Blasdel, 1992) restrict possibleinferencesfurther
by revealing that, even between blobs, the centers of 2DGlabeled “orientation” slabsdo not always reflect preferencesfor
the orientation used to drive uptake.
The first opportunity for determining orientation preferences
accurately, in large areasof cortex, was provided by an optical
imaging strategy (Blasdeland Salama, 1986)that can be applied
repeatedly in viva. The preceding companion article (Blasdel,
1992) dealt with the patterns acquired most directly-differential imagesof ocular dominance and differential imagesof
orientation-as well as with reliability, stability, and artifacts.
It also revealed an interesting correlation between orientation
selectivity and binocularity. It made no attempt to infer orientation preferencesdirectly, however.
This article describesan algorithm for combining differential
images,acquired with different orientations, and usesit to calculate maps of orientation preference and selectivity that are
then compared and analyzed. The resultssupport previous observations (Blasdeland Salama, 1986; Blasdel, 1989a),that orientation preferenceschange linearly in patches, 0.5-1.0 mm
across,and that thesepatchesare separatedsemiperiodically by
discontinuities that are particularly abundant in the centersof
ocular dominance columns.A distinction is introduced between
discontinuities that are smallerthan 90”, which are defined here
asfractures, and thosethat are largerthan 90”, which are defined
here as singularities,
on account of their different distributions.
A simple hypothesis, relating the linearity and density of orientation preferencesto visual scenesegmentation,is then advanced along with suggestionsfor testing it.
Materials and Methods
Patternscomparable
to thosereportedhere(andin the preceding
article)
have beenobtainedfrom 10 separateanimals(oneMucacu mulatta,
nine Macaca nemestrina), somestudiesof which have beenreported
previously(Blasdel
andSalama,1986; Blasdel and Tootell, 1987; Kiorpes

and Blasdel, 1987; Blasdel and Haglund, 1989; Blasdel, 1989a,b). While
these observations apply to all animals, most are illustrated with images
from one, a female Mucacu nemestrina, for simplicity and continuity
of thought. Differential images of orientation and ocular dominance
were explored in the preceding article (Blasdel, 1992), along with technical details about animal preparation and differential video imaging.
Some aspects of the latter deserve reemphasis.
Differential imaging. Differential images of orientation are obtained
by averaging two images-one positive, one negative-of cortex responding alternately to complimentary stimuli. The negative image is
then subtracted from the positive one to reveal places where the optical
c

Organizationalschemes
for orientationpreferences,
deduced
from microelectrode
penetrations(HuhelandWiesel,1974a).a, HUM
andWiesel’sresultsfor electrodepenetrations
conductedperpendicular
andparallelto the corticalsurface.For perpendicularpenetrations,
the
preferredorientationremainsconstant(exceptin layers4aand4c,where
theselectivityfor orientationisweakor absent).For lateralpenetrations,
the preferredorientationrotatescontinuouslyfor distancesof 0.5-l .O
mm.b, Orientationpreferences
plottedasa functionof distancefor one
tangentialpenetration.Note that orientationpreferences
rotatelinearly
Figure I.

over distances of OS-l.0 mm, but over intervals longer than this the
linearity is broken by reversals in the direction of rotation as well as by
abrupt shifts in preference. c. “Ice-cube” model of striate cortex, proposed by Hubel and Wiesel (1977) on the basis of results similar to
those shown in b. This model has four principle components: (1) regions
preferring one eye or one orientation project vertically between pia and
white matter and accordingly take on the appearance of slabs, (2) slabs
representing the two eyes lie parallel to one another, (3) slabs representing different orientations lie parallel to one another, and (4) the two
set of slabs (representing the two eyes and different orientations) intersect
at a consistent angle. Doubt was cast on this last component by experiments with the metabolic marker 2DG, which showed 2DG-labeled
“iso-orientation”
bands intersecting ocular dominance bands at many
different angles (Hubel et al., 1978). But these experiments have themselves been called into question by more recent observations that the
“orientation bands” labeled with 2DG include regions nonselective for
orientation (Horton and Hubel, 1980; Livingstone and Hubel, 1984).
These illustrations are taken from Hubel and Wiesel (1974a, 1977).
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Figure 2. This figure illustrates the algorithm used to extract and add orientation-dependent
components from each differential image of orientation.
Because the scalar values at each image location indicate preferences for one orientation or the other (orthogonal orientation), with positive or
negative values, they can be converted into vectors by multiplying each one with a unit vector angled at twice the stimulus orientation. The
orientation must be doubled because vectors (which are directed) and orientations (which are not) cycle back on themselves after rotating through
360” and 180”, respectively, and therefore can only be equated when orientation angles are doubled. This has the added benefit that mostdij%rent
orientations (those that are orthogonal) are represented by mostdifferentvectors (those rotated through ISO’), which cancel. Different rows indicate
responses to different pairs of orthogonal contours, and how the resulting differential images are treated. The middleand right drawings
illustrate
conversions to vectors, displayed as cosine and sine pairs, in Cartesian coordinates, and as magnitudes and angles in Polar coordinates. Once
differential image values have been converted in this way, they can be added at corresponding positions, to yield output vectors that correspond
(in size and direction) to orientation selectivity and preference (times two) at each location.
absorption changed in response to visual stimulation. In the case of
orientation, the complimentary stimuli consist of orthogonally oriented
contours moving bidirectionally at 1.5Vsec. Positive (dark) values indicate preferences for the test orientation, while negative (light) values
indicate preferences for the orthogonal orientation. Neutral values indicate no preference for either orientation.
Strong signals make strong assertions, whether positive or negative,
because they only can derive from regions that are responsive as well
as selective. Weak or neutral signals are ambiguous for reciprocal reasons, since they could derive from weak responses or a lack of selectivity.
The apparent confusion can be resolved in many cases with other differential images. Regions expressing no preference for vertical or horizontal, for example, might express a strong preference for right or left
oblique, or regions responding to all orientations (e.g., near cytochrome
oxidase blobs) might be strongly dominated by one eye. In either case,
one can feel reasonably confident that the neutral zones reflect a lack
of selectivity rather than a lack of responsiveness.
Vectoralconversion.
When differential images are acquired with different pairs of orthogonal contours-OV90” and 15”/105”, for examplethey cannot be added directly because they reflect preferences for different orientations. Information common to both can be extracted, however, if the differences in orientation are taken into account. This is
done most easily by transforming values at every location, in every
image, into vectors (Fig. 2), with angles corresponding to twice the

positive stimulus orientation, and lengths corresponding to net intensities. Intensity values in images derived from verticalihorizontal
(OV
90”), left/right oblique (4571359, and horizontal/vertical
(9OVO3, for
example, can be multiplied by unit vectors with angles of o”, 90”, and
180”, respectively. Since negative values correspond to vectoral rotations through 1SO“, preferences for orthogonal orientations (which, by
definition, are offset by 90”) cancel automatically.
Once the differential images have been transformed, the resulting
vectors can be added to reflect orientation-weighted
contributions from
each image. Because stimulus orientations are multiplied by two, contributions generated by similar orientations reinforce one another, while
those generated by orthogonal orientations cancel. The angles and magnitudes of summed vectors then reflect orientation preferences (multiplied by two) and selectivities (or responsiveness) in corresponding areas
of cortex.
Orientationgradient.Orientation preferences in this article are analyzed with respect to their gradient, which, like a first derivative, measures the rate of change at every point but, unlike a first derivative, is
defined in two dimensions. For the results reported here, the gradient
was calculated by taking partial derivatives of orientation with respect
to x and y, and converting the result to Polar coordinates. At pixel
location (i, j), for example, &I/ax is estimated from ABlAx = (B,+,J I&), and May from AtVAy = (t?,, , - 0,). If the absolute magnitude of
either Aelhw or AtVAy exceeds 90”, 180” is added (or subtracted) to bring
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Figure 3. Differential images of orientation achieved at low magnification with 12 different pairs of orthogonal contours. The horizontal axis in
each frame corresponds to 8 mm. All images were acquired with orthogonal pairs of oriented contours, moving bilaterally (in opposite directions
during even and odd trials) at 1.5%ec. The dark and light values in each image reflect preferences for each of the 12 pairs of orthogonal contours
and are indicated in the lower right corner by crossed dark and light bars. Successive frames were collected with contour pairs rotated in increments
of 15”, and reflect response differences for o”-90”, 15”-105’, 30”-120”, 45”-1353 60”-1503 75”-165”, 90”-0”, 105”-15”, 120”-30”, 135O-453 150”-60”,
and 165”-75”.
it within k909 because the preferred orientation rotates through a commete cvcle in 180”. making 0” and 180” eauivalent. As a direct conse&en&, there can be no jumps greater than 90“ along any single axis.
Results are then converted into Polar coordinates (r, G), by letting ri,i =
{(W&c)* + (cWI~V)~I”, and UL<=tan-I ~(&WW)/(&9/~x)). For the Results
and Discussion, attention is focused on the magnitude {r} of this vector,
which indicates the steepest rate of change at any point, irrespective of
direction.
Since the gradient is a linear operator, it technically is undefined in
regions where orientation preferences change discontinuously. The operations used to calculate the gradient from discrete values (AWaX and
ABlAy) nevertheless generate large numbers at these locations- numbers
(more accurately referred to as AtWAr, where r is a unit length vector)
that can be used tofind discontinuities as well as to indicate their size,
_,

.Y

.

_I~

,,

even though technically they are not part of the gradient. When these
values are visualized, discontinuous changes appear as short white lines
or dots, running across regions of continuous tone (see Fig. 8a). Note
that, even though Atl cannot exceed 90” anywhere along a line of discontinuity, it can exceed 90” momentarily at singularities, where AWAx
and AWAy both approach 909 and where AB may therefore achieve
values as high as (902+903* = 127” (per pixel).
Definitions. Since many terms in this article are used commonly to
refer to different things (e.g., orientation selectivity, which is used to
indicate tuning as well as preferred orientation), their intended meanings
are provided below.
Orientationpreference: the orientation yielding the strongest response.
Since direction selectivity is not a factor (see Results), contours rotated
through 180” are equivalent.
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Figure 4. Differential images of orientation achieved at high magnification with 12 different pairs of orthogonal contours. The horizontal axis in
each frame corresponds to 4.4 mm. As in Figure 3, all images were acquired with orthogonal pairs of oriented contours moving bilaterally at 1So/
sec. Dark and right values in each frame reflect preferences for each of two orthogonal contours, which are indicated by dark and light bars in the
lower right corner, and which are rotated by 15” in successive frames. Therefore, these images reflect response differences for O”-90”, 1Y-1 OS”, 30”120”, 45’135”, 60”-150”, 75”-165”, 90”-O”, 105”15”, 120”-30”, 135”-45”, 150”-60”, and 165”75”.

Orientation selectivity: the rate at which responses fall to zero with
increasing displacement from the preferred orientation. Neurons with
high selectivity respond over narrow ranges of orientation, while neurons with low selectivity respond over broad ranges. Neurons with no
selectivity respond to all orientations.
Break: a zero-dimensional (punctate) discontinuity in the orientation
preferences encountered along a line (in one dimension).
Fracture: a one-dimensional rift in orientation continuity across a
surface (in two dimensions), where preferences change by 90” or less.
Singularity: a zero-dimensional discontinuity in two dimensions, arising where orientation preferences rotate continuously through + 180“ in
a circle. Even though orientation preference is undefined at the center,
there is a discontinuity implied that exceeds 90”.
Orientation density: range of orientations preferred per unit area,

which in this article is assumed to be that covered by the dendrites of
a “typical” upper-layer cell with a cylindrical field 300 wrn in diameter.
Contour: a single, isolated edge, extending along a well-defined axis
in one dimension.
Surface: a two-dimensional distribution of color and/or edges.

Results
3-5 show differential imagesof orientation from three
separateanimals.Dark and light shadingsreflect preferencesfor
the orientations indicated by dark and light bars in the lower
right corners. As one can seeby comparing successiveframes,
Figures
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Figure 6. When the differential images in Figures 3 and 4 are combined according to the rules illustrated in Figure 2, they produce a field of
output vectors, the two components of which in Polar coordinates (right-hand vectors in Fig. 2) correspond to orientation preference (2 X) and
selectivity, which appear separately in a and b, for the images in Figure 3, and in c and d, for the images in Figure 4. The orientation preferences
in a and c must be illustrated in color because they cycle continuously through 180”. Complimentary colors have been chosen to indicate orthogonal
orientations: green and red indicate preferences for vertical and horizontal, while blue and yellow indicate preferences for left and right oblique.
Values in b and dare indicated in gray, with lighter regions more selective (and responsive) than darker ones. As noted in the Results, light values
are unambiguous-they
indicate strongly responsive regions that were highly selective-while
darker values might indicate regions that were
nonresponsive as well as ones that were nonselective. Since many of the dark regions are aligned with ocular dominance centers, though, where
responses to one or the other eye are pronounced, they would appear to indicate a lack of orientation selectivity since a lack of responsiveness can
be ruled out.

the darkest and lightest regions shift laterally as visual stimuli
rotate. While this agreeswith previous observations, that orientation preferenceschange linearly with distance (Hubel and
Wiesel, 1974a),the actual organization of preferencesis difficult
to infer from any particular imagebecauselight and dark bands
can arise from factors other than slabsof cells preferring the
sameorientation (Blasdel, 1992).
The information neededto calculate orientation preferences
and selectivitiesis neverthelesspresentin all imagescollectively,
and can be calculated by estimating vertical/horizontal and left/

right oblique componentsfor each one and summingthem separately. The resulting vectors are then converted from Cartesian
to Polar coordinates. The orientation preferencesand selectivities derived in this manner appearin Figure 6, a and b, for the
imagesin Figure 3, in Figure 6, c and d, for the imagesin Figure
4, and in Figure 7, a and b, for the imagesin Figure 5. As one
can see,the patterns in Figures 6, a and c, and 7a are all remarkably similar, despite differencesin magnification. The accuracy and repeatability of this analysisare discussedfurther at
the end of Results, along with potential artifacts.

t
Figure 5. Differential images of orientation achieved at high magnification with eight different pairs of orthogonal contours. The horizontal axis
in each frame corresponds to 4.4 mm. As in Figures 3 and 4, all images were acquired with orthogonal pairs of contours moving bilaterally at 1.5”/
sec. Dark and light values in each frame reflect preferences for each of two orthogonal contours, which are indicated by dark and light bars in the
lower right corner, and which are rotated by 22.5” in successive frames. Therefore, these images reflect response differences for p-90”, 22.5’112.5”,
45”-135”, 67.5”-157.5”, 90”-0”, 112.5”-22.5”, 135”-45”, and 157.5O-67.53
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Orientation preference
We are now in a position to examine the spatial distribution of
orientation preferences.Hubel and Wiesel’s(1974a) suggestion,
that cells preferring slightly rotated orientations are organized
in extended orientation slabs,would be supportedif the colored
regions in Figure 7a were joined in long, rainbowlike patterns.
The observed patterns are more complicated, however. Rainbowlike structures are apparent locally, in patches0.5-l .O mm
across,but iso-orientation slabslonger than 0.5 mm are rare,
as are linear sequences(of slightly rotated orientation preferences)longer than 1.O mm.
Linearity, fractures, and singularities
Further insights are achieved by calculating the rate at which
orientation preferenceschangelocally-a rate given by the magnitude of the gradient (seeMaterials and Methods). As one can
seein Figure 7c, where higher rates of changeare indicated by
lighter values, most of the surfaceis characterized by slow (dark)
and continuous ratesof change,interrupted semiperiodically by
bright lines (fractures) and points (singularities)that fragment
the continuous-toned area into patches.It is unclear at the moment whether thesepatchesshould be consideredseparately,as
isolated domains,or aspart of a larger continuum sinceonecan
trace continuous paths around most disruptions. The arrangements are such that linear sequenceslonger than 0.5-1.0 mm
are difficult to find, however.
The lines of discontinuity were discovered by Blasdel and
Salama(1986), who called them “fractures” on account of their
broken and incomplete appearance.They are two-dimensional
extensionsof the “breaks in sequenceregularity” describedby
Hubel and Wiesel(l974a). Even though they are virtually continuous along their trajectories, somefractures are themselves
interrupted by brief intensifications, wherethe gradient exceeds
90”. Thesepoints are induced by singularities(seebelow) where
all orientation preferencesconverge (Blasdel, 1989a).
Particularly large gradient values are indicated over the map
of orientation preferencesin Figure 8a, where the correspondence between fractures, singularities, and the boundaries of
linear zones is obvious. Since orientation preferenceschange
linearly in patches 0.5-1.0 mm across, stacks of parallel isoorientation slabscan be identified easily at this scale,which is
the one most likely to have dominated previous investigations
(Hubel and Wiesel, 1974a).

b

lmm
Figure 7. Whenthe differentialimagesin Figure5 arecombined,they

producesimilarmapsof orientationpreferenceandselectivity,which
appearin a andb. As in Figure6, orientationpreferences
(a) mustbe
illustratedin colorbecause
theycyclecontinuouslythrough180”.Complimentarycolorsindicateorthogonalorientations:green and red indicatepreferences
for vertical and horizontal, while blueand yellow
indicatepreferences
for left and right oblique.Orientationselectivity
(b)is indicatedin gray,with lighteranddarkerregionsindicatingmore
and lessselectivity.As notedin the Results,light valuesare unambiguous- theyindicatestronglyresponsive
regionsthat werehighly selective- whiledarkervaluesmightindicateregionsthat werenonresponsive aswell as onesthat werenonselective.Sincemany of the dark
regionsare alignedwith oculardominancecenters,though,whereresponses
to oneor the othereyearepronounced,they wouldappearto
resultfroma lackoforientationselectivitysincetheseregionsobviously
are responsiveto the visual stimuli used.In c, one seesthe absolute
magnitudeof the orientationgradientat eachlocation, which corresponds
to therateat whichorientationpreferences
arechanging
between
pixels.While the gradientis a linear operator,definedonly in regions
of continuouschange,it is calculatedfrom discretevaluesthat change

Orientation selectivity
The orientation selectivitiesindicated by vector magnitudesare
indicated in Figure 7b, where the lightest regions,reflecting the
greatest selectivities, also cluster in two-dimensional patches.
These are separatedby darker, one-dimensionalborderswhere
orientation selectivity isweak or absent.Superficially, therefore,
the distribution of selective and nonselective regionsresembles
t
in any case’andthat can be usedto visualizediscontinuities.As one
canseein thisimage,discontinuous
changes
eitheroccuralone,at points,
or theygrouptogetheralonglines.Thezero-dimensional
discontinuities,
at points,,indicatesingularities,whereorientationpreferences
change
by more than 90” betweenpixels,and which ariseat the centersof
vorticeswhereorientationpreferences
rotatecontinuously
through+ 180”.
Shortone-dimensional
linesindicatefractures, where preferences change
discontinuously by less than 90”, and which run between adjacent regions
of cortex where orientation preferences change linearly.
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Figure 8. These images show the relationship between the gradient discontinuities in Figure 7c and other features of cortical organization. a,
Discrete gradient values exceeding 45” (between pixels) are indicated against the map of orientation preferences (Fig. 7a). From this it is clear that
lines of sharp change extend between conflicting areas on either side that spread cohesively for some distance. b, While the precise relationship
between ocular dominance and orientation remains to be determined, discontinuous events clearly predominate in the centers of ocular dominance
bands (Blasdel and Salama, 1986), as one can see easily in this visual overlay, where the edges of ocular dominance bands (derived from zerocrossings) are indicated against a reverse-contrast image of the gradient (discontinuous changes are indicated by dark regions). Note that fractures
running parallel to the ocular dominance bands tend to lie in their centers, and frequently contain singularities. Fractures running perpendicular
to the ocular dominance bands (diverging by more than 459, on the other hand, tend to be located at their edges. Both of these tendencies are
particularly apparent in Figure 9, where discrete gradient values appear separately through windows corresponding to the centers and edges of
ocular dominance bands. c, In this image, fractures have been added to the map of orientation selectivity (Fig. 76). The high apparent correlation
is expected from the likelihood of lateral inhibitory enhancements that might sharpen orientation selectivity, as well as from previous observations
that orientation selectivity is reduced near blobs (Livingstone and Hubel, 1984a), since these are correlated with fractures (see below). Though it
is likely to be valid, one should be cautious in accepting this correlation on the basis of optical data alone, since the apparent selectivity could be
influenced by proximity to fractures if there is any lateral mixing of optical signals (through light scatter, defocused images above and below the
plane of focus, lateral averaging, etc.), which cannot be ruled out at present. d, This figure shows a visual overlay of fractures and cytochrome
oxidase blobs. Even though the image of cytochrome oxidase-stained tissue has been photographed under the same microscope, expanded, and
realigned (through warping) with respect to vertically running arterioles, there are inescapable problems with alignment resulting from uncertainties
about depth (from which the differential images and cytochrome oxidase-stained sections were obtained) and parallax. Nevertheless, fractures are
clearly more abundant near regions of elevated cytochrome oxidase activity, as can be seen from the discrete gradient values that are 34% higher
(with 46% greater fluctuations) in the darker, cytochrome-dense portions of this image (Table 1).

and nonlinear zones. And this suggestsa correspondencebetween linearity and selectivity that is underscored
in Figure 812,where discontinuous
shifts in preference are in-

that of linear

dicated over a map of orientation
selectivity. As one can see in
this overlay, singularities and fractures populate the darker zones,

avoiding the lighter onesaltogether.
Since fractures and singularitiescorrelate with regionsof elevated cytochrome oxidase activity (see below), the relation
betweenlinearity and selectivity is consistentwith previous reports of reduced selectivity near blobs (Livingstone and Hubel,
1984). The correspondenceis inexact, however, since fractures

run between blobs as well. The correlation between linearity
and selectivity (Fig. 8c) suggests,therefore, that the reduced
orientation selectivity near blobs reflects reduced selectivity in
more extensive regionsthat include blobs.
Ocular dominance and orientation
When Hubel and Wiesel (1972, 1974a) proposedthat orientation preferencesare organized in slabs,they suggestedthe possibility of a simple geometric relationship, that slabsof orientation and ocular dominancemight intersectat consistentangles.
This wastestedlater on, whereit appearednot to fit observations
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Figure 9. Correspondence between ocular dominance bands and fractures. For convenience, the gradient pattern in Figure 8a is replicated in a.
In b, one can see the template used to isolate the centers and edges of ocular dominance bands (for a detailed explanation, please refer to the
preceding article, Blasdel, 1992). The patterns in c and d show the gradient disruptions through windows exposing only the edges (c) and centers
(d) of the ocular dominance bands. As one can see, they are more abundant in the centers. From a. one can also appreciate that the few disruptions
apparent at the edges are produced by fractures running transversely. This strikingdifferencecanalsobe shownquantitatively because
discrete

gradientvaluesin the centershavea meanand standarddeviationthat are55%higherthan they areat the edges(seeTable 1).

that 2DG-labeled “orientation” bands intersect ocular dominance bands at all angles(Hubel et al., 1978). Since it is now
clear that bands of 2DG label do not indicate preferencesfor
single orientations (Horton and Hubel, 1980; Blasdel, 1992),
the possibility of a relationship still exists.
The first direct evidence for such a relationship came from
the tendency of fractures to align with the centers of ocular
dominancecolumns(Blasdeland Salama, 1986).This is evident
in Figure 8b, where lines corresponding to ocular dominance
boundarieshave been added to a reverse-contrast image of the
gradient. The disruptions indicated by dark values are clearly
more abundant in the centers of ocular dominance-between
the lines-than they are at the edges.Where these disruptions
extend asfractures, they clearly are aligned more parallel to the
ocular dominance columns in their centers, and more perpendicular to the ocular dominance columns at their edges.On
account of both tendencies,regionsbetween the centersof adjacent ocular dominancecolumnsare the leastlikely to be marred
by suddentransitions. Theselinear zonesare also positioned to
receive the most balanced binocular input.
The correlation between disruptions and ocular dominance
is particularly evident in Figure 9, where portions of the gradient
appearseparately through windows correspondingto the edges

(Fig. SC)and centers (Fig. 9d) of ocular dominance bands. The
greaterabundanceof disruptionsin the centerscanalsobe shown
quantitatively, by calculating mean rates of change.In the centers of ocular dominance columns(Fig. 94, theserates are 55%
higher than they are at the edges(Fig. 9~; see also Table 1).
Since the standard deviation is also greater in the centers, by
56%, this difference reflects a greater number of disruptions
rather than generally elevated values. One might note, moreover, that this calculation ignoresthe alignment betweenfractures and ocular dominance,which, if taken into account, would
amplify the difference.
Fractures and cytochrome oxidase
Disruptions in continuity and cytochrome oxidase blobs are
both concentrated in the centersof ocular dominance columns,
sothey shouldbecorrelated. This is apparentin Figure 8d,where
abrupt changesare indicated on an alignedimageof cytochrome
oxidasestained tissue.It can alsobe shownquantitatively from
the fact that orientation preferenceschange38%more abruptly,
with 46%greaterfluctuations, in cytochrome oxidase-rich regions
(seeTable 1). The exact relationship is complicated, however,
since fractures also run between blobs, and since singularities
usually do not lie in their centers.
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Singularities
As pointed out above, the continuity of orientation preferences
is interrupted semiperiodically by fractures and singularities.
Fractures extend along lines, because they entail jumps of 90”
or less, but they themselves are interrupted at points where the
gradient exceeds 90”. Shifts exceeding 90” cannot cluster along
lines because the greatest shift possible, in the orthogonal direction, is only 90”, but shifts exceeding 90” can occur at points,
in two dimensions, if orientation preferences rotate continuously all around. If they rotate continuously through ? 180” in
one revolution, for example, those on opposite sides are always
perpendicular (see Fig. 11) such that At9lA.x and AUAy are both
90”, and the gradient in the middle approaches - 127”. Such
points are singularities becausesurrounding trends cannot be
resolved in any other way. Since orientation preference is undefined at singularities, a loss of orientation selectivity is required.
The tendency for orientation preferencesto form singularities
is obvious in Figure 10, a and b, where preferencesand selectivities are indicated by the orientations and lengths of short
lines. Figure 1Oashowsthe relationship betweentheselinesand
the color-coded map in Figure 7a, while Figure lob showsthe
relationship with the gradient. From the latter, it is obvious that
the darker spots, denoting singularities, arise in the centers of
vortices where orientation preferencesrotate continuously (along
some paths) through + 180”. Becausethey cycle through 180”
(and not 360”) the topology of orientation preferencesconforms
to a ridge system rather than vectors (Penrose, 1979). Because
there are no directional components, as there are with vectors,
orientation preferencesrotated through 180” are equivalent.
For any continuous path around a singularity, orientation
preferenceschangein either the sameor the opposite direction.
For example, if we assumethat paths are always taken in a
positive (counterclockwise) direction, cumulative rotations
through 180”, in a positive (counterclockwise) direction, reflect
a positive singularity, with a value of + 1, while cumulative
rotations through - 180”, in a negative (clockwise) direction,
reflect a negative singularity, with a value of - 1. From Figure
11, it is clear that positive singularities form “loops” while
negative singularities form “tri-radii.”
From principles governing the topology of ridge systemsin
two dimensions(Penrose,1979) one can showthat singularities
can be addedto infer the cumulative rotation around all ofthem.
Hence, a continuous path around two positive singularitiesencounters a net rotation through 360” (+2), while a continuous
path around one positive and one negative singularity encounters a net rotation through 0”. Theseprinciples make it possible
to reach several conclusions.The first, which hasalready been
mentioned, is that positive “loop” and negative “tri-radius”
types of singularities must be real since they derive from welldefined orientation preferencesall around; they cannot be produced by any artifacts in the spaceenclosed(e.g., by reduced
selectivity near blobs). The secondis that positive and negative
singularitiesmust be presentin equalnumberssinceclosedpaths,
of arbitrary diameter, encounter cumulative rotations of 0 or
f 1revolution (in Figs. 6a,c; 7a) aslong asthey aretaken through
zones of continuous change.
Linearity of change versusdensity of orientations preferred
From Figure 7, a and c, it is evident that most of the cortical
surface is occupied by linear zones, and that orientation pref-
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1.

Orientationgradient
(degrees
of shift/pixel)
Pattern
Sample1
Centers
Boundaries
Sample2
Centers
Boundaries
Sample

AlIllS/

xm

rms

17
11

14
9

17
11

14
10

18
13

19
13

N

AX’,,,/X’,

rms

1273

55%

56%

1518

-

-

2647
3408

55%
-

40%
-

2167

38%
-

46%
-

3

Blob
Interblob

8949

Samples I and 2 show the correlation
between the mean rate (X,,,) at which
orientation preferences change between pixels and ocular dominance. Mean rates
were calculated from the formula X,,, = @X)/N, where N equals the number of
values in the sample area. The root mean square (rms) was calculated with the
formula rms = [Z,_, %(X, - X,,,)*/(N - l)j”‘, and AX’JX,,, was determined from
In sample 1, the mean rate was calculated (for
(X,,,,,,“,,., - X,,,,,“.,,,,)lX,,,,,““,,,,.
both the boundaries and centers of ocular dominance bands) from values appearing
in the central portions of Figure 9, c and d. In sample 2, the same calculations
were made from all the values in Figure 9, c and d. As one can see, X,,, is 55%
higher in the centers of ocular dominance bands, and because rms values are also
higher, by 56%, this results from a greater number of disruptions rather than a
uniformly
higher rate. Sample 3 shows the relation between mean rates of change
and levels of cytochrome oxidase activity. X,, and rms values are both higher in
zones exhibiting high cytochrome
oxidase activity (blob), which were taken as
those that were 80%-100%
as dark as the darkest regions, after histochemical
staining for cytochrome oxidase (Wong-Riley,
1979).

erencesare representedat different densitiesin different areas.
This is becausethey require -700 pm to complete a 180” rotation in linear zones,and much lessnear singularitiesand fractures. One consequenceof this is a large variation in the range
of orientation preferencesavailable to cells. If one assumesthe
dendritic fields of upper-layer neuronsare approximately cylindrical, 300 pm across(Lund and Yoshioka, 199l), the proportion of possibleorientation preferencesreceived will vary between lOO%, near singularities, and 40% or lessin the linear
zones. (Even though this calculation emphasizesorientation
preferences,ignoring rangesof response,the consequences
would
be similar if selectivities were taken into account since orientation selectivity is highest in the linear zones, as indicated in
Fig. 8c.)
Thesevariations are emphasizedin Figure 10, c and d, where
regions showing the highest densitiesand linearities of orientation preferenceare depicted separately. From thesetwo representations,it is clear that there is a tradeoff betweenlinearity
and density in the mapping of orientation preferences,and that
each must be optimized separately. One might also note that,
even though linear zones occupy most of the cortical surface
(Fig. 104, that the rangeof orientation preferencesrepresented
(per square millimeter), is approximately the same in Figure
1Ocwhere density is optimized instead.
Geometry of orientation and ocular dominanceslabs
Since 2DG-labeled “orientation columns” are ambiguouswith
respectto orientation (Blasdel, 1992) there is still a possibility
that ocular dominance and orientation slabsintersect at consistent angles(Hubel and Wiesel, 1974a). This was evaluated
recently (Obermayer et al., 1992) by using Gabor-Helstrom
transforms to measureorientation and ocular dominancetrends
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Fgure II. Singularities in Ridge systems (Penrose, 1979). Because
orientation preferences are not directed, ones rotated through 180” are
equivalent. They generate a singularity therefore when they rotate continuously through f 180” around a point. a, When they rotate in the
same direction, as the path taken around the point, they form a positive
singularity, with a value of + 1 and a characteristic looplike structure.
h. When they rotate in the opposite direction, they form a negative
singularity, with a value of - 1 and a tn-radius-lrkestructure.
Both loops
and tn-rude can be identified around singularities, in the patterns of
short lines in Figure 10, a and 6. After Penrose, 1979.

at 3424 locations, and showing that where orientation preferencesare mapped most linearly, orientation and ocular dominance slabsproject in orthogonal directions, This relationship
can alsobe seenin Figure 12~. where ocular dominance centers
have been occluded. As one can see, this highlights the isoorientation slabsby covering the singularities(which are highlighted reciprocally in Fig. 12b), revealing a strong orthogonal
relationship betweenthe centersof ocular dominance columns
and the shorter iso-orientation slabsthat project perpendicularly
in between.
Reliability
Relzability.

and artifacts

One would like to verify that the proceduresillustrated in Figure 2 are sound. Since the major assumptionwas
linearity, the simplest approach is to verify that the maps of
orientation preferenceand selectivity in Figure 7, a and b, are
linear superpositionsof the differential imagesusedasinput. If
they are, the operations illustrated in Figure 2 should operate
in reverse; the cosine and sine components of output vectors
should reflect preferencesfor vertical/horizontal and left/right
oblique similar to those of the differential images(for vertical/
horizontal and left/right oblique) that were acquired initially
t

lmm
Figure 12. Geometric relationship between ocular dominance and onentation slabs. The centers and edges of ocular dominance bands, from

the templatein Figure96, are indicatedover the mapof orientation
preferences, from Figure 7a, in a and b. As one can see, the regions
where orientation slabs run parallel extend between singularities in the
centersof adjacentoculardominancebands,whicharewhitedout in a
but obvious in b. This gives them an orthogonal relationship (245”)
with respect to the ocular dominance slabs, as suggested originally by
Hubel and Wiesel (1974a). As a consequence, orientation preferences
have a marked tendency to rotate linearly in a direction parallel to the
ocular dominance slabs, and to remain constant in the perpendicular
direction where it is proposed that retinotopic positions might change

linearly instead(seeResults).

Fgure 10. Positive and negative singularities are easier to appreciate when orientation preferences are indicated by short, oriented lines. a, The
correspondence of orientation with color can be seen in this figure, where it also should be apparent that orientation selectivity can be indicated
as well, by the length of each line. 6, Overlay of short oriented lines (indicating orientation preference and selectivity) with an inverse-contrast
image of the gradient (i.e., dark values indicateregionsof discontinuous
change).Note that linestendto be longer(indicatinghighselectivity)in
the continuous regions, and that more orientations per unit area are represented near regions of discontinuous change (indicated by dark spots and
Ilnes).Singularities
areapparentfrom thegradientasdark spots. As one can see from the short oriented lines, these are regions where all orientation
preferences converge. On account of the continuity outside singularities (and associated fractures), the preferred orientation around each one cycles
through 180” along any closed path. It does so in either a positive or a negative direction (which, for a counterclockwise path, means a counterclockwise
or a clockwise rotation). These are apparent (in the contours formed by short line segments) as “loops” and %&radii” (see Fig. 1 l), which, as one
can see, are roughly balanced. In addition to bringing all possible orientation preferences together, within the smallest conceivable radii, both
organizations ensure that perpendicular orientations are always represented on opposite sides. These are the only places in cortex where all possible
orientation preferences are accessible within the dendritic fields of “typical” upper-layer cells, that is, within radii of less than 250-350 pm. c,
Distribution of orientation preferences where they are changing quickly, about singularities and fractures. Note that, even though the indicated
regions cover much less area than those in d, all orientation preferences are nevertheless present in each part of the visual field due to a much
higher density. Note also that all orientation preferences are brought uniquely close together, around points corresponding to the singularities, and
along lines corresponding to the fractures. These are the only regions where representations for all orientations converge to areas smaller than those
sampled by single dendritic fields, 250-350 pm in diameter (Lund and Yoshioka, 199 1). d, Distribution of orientation preferences in the continuous
patches, where they change linearly but slowly. Regions of rapid change, corresponding to the indicated areas in c. have been blacked out. Even
though orientation is defined precisely, and linearly, representations of all orientations cover large areas, at least 700 pm across. Consequently, the
neurons in these zones, with average 250-350-pm-wide
dendritic fields, would receive information over a range of only -60”.
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Figure 13. The images in a and b show the vectors in Figure 4 in Cartesian (rather than Polar) coordinates where
should correspond to preferences for vertical/horizontal
and left/right oblique, respectively. The initially acquired
horizontal and left/right oblique are provided below in c and d for comparison. As one can see in e and j where
in a and b have been added to the images in c and d, these patterns are virtually identical, with the only obvious
and b exhibit higher signal : noise ratios than those in c and d on account of greater averaging.

images of x- and y-components
differential images of vertical/
zero-crossings from the images
difference being that those in a

Figure 14. Effects of blood vessels on selectivity and continuity. a, An image of the vasculature under green light (chosen to maximize contrast
with the blood vessels). b, An outline of prominent blood vessels (those most likely to interfere with light transmission). c, Outline of prominent
blood vessels from b, superimposed on the image of orientation selectivity from Figure 7b. As one can see from this superposition, blood vessels
are not correlated with zones of reduced selectivity, except possibly at the intersection of two large ones (which would be discounted in any case).
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Medium-sized blood vessels pass just as frequently over regions of high selectivity as they do over regions of low selectivity. And even in the latter
case, where they do pass temporarily over zones of reduced selectivity, they are rarely aligned. d, Orientation gradient, duplicated from Figure 7c
for comparison. In spite of a vague similarity in shape, fractures differ strikingly from blood vessels in distribution, as one can see by comparing
this image with that in a. Differences are manifest in the way that blood vessels frequently cross one another, while fractures never do, as well
as in the fractal distribution of blood vessels-similar patterns are apparent at different scales-which contrasts strongly with the uniform size and
semiperiodic distribution of fractures. e, This overlay reveals the positions of discontinuities exceeding 45Vpixel in relation to the vasculature. As
one can see, however, there is no correlation. Fractures occur just as frequently in relatively avascular regions of cortex as they do in ones with
many large blood vessels. Those that do occur near blood vessels are just as likely to intersect them at right angles as they are to run parallel. And
while there is a hint that one of the largest blood vessels (center left) might have induced a fracture, this is unlikely for two reasons: (1) the fracture
in question consists only of one line, and (2) it can be seen in Figure 8a to lie between two continuous areas with decidedly different orientation
preferences extending cohesively (beyond the blood vessel) on either side. f; Apart from the absence of correlation between blood vessels and
fractures, the best evidence that they are not related is that real vascular artifacts look much different. The line of disturbance along a blood vessel
(see Fig. 15~) might displace values momentarily, along a line, but these have to be resolved on either side. Accordingly, the artifacts from blood
vessels occur in pairs-one
on either side-examples of which can be seen clearly in this image, which was produced by taking a gradient of the
vascular image in a directly.
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Figure 15. The freedom from vascular interference of most images is easily appreciated from the occurrence of real vascular artifacts, which are
not subtle. a, The vascular pattern covering the cortex from which orientation preferences were imaged in Figures 3 and 6. b, One of the initially
acquired differential images, where two unmistakable artifacts (arrows) have clearly been induced by large blood vessels. One normally tries to
reduce such noise (by adjusting the tidal volume, respiration rate, duration of frame collection, drugs, etc.), but their complete elimination is not
always possible, especially with blood vessels larger than 200 ctm in diameter. The smaller and larger blood vessels (arrows) leading to artifacts in
these images are 290 pm and 360 pm in diameter, respectively. The resulting artifacts can nevertheless be recognized and excluded from further
analysis. c, Clear and unmistakable artifacts are apparent in the orientation gradient as well, as one can appreciate from this image. The artifact
in the upper right is apparent as a pair of lines, as suggested by Figure 14$ And even though the one on the left is broken along its length, there
clearly is something unusual along the path covered by the blood vessel. d, From this map of orientation selectivity one can see that blood vessels
larger than 200 pm in diameter actually can block light, and reduce the apparent selectivity for orientation. It is important to realize, however,
that these effects are not subtle. When they occur, vascular artifacts are obvious in all stages of processing, from the first differential images, where
they are recognized easily (and avoided) on account of their elongated shapes and close associations with blood vessels.

and usedas part of the input. If they match, one can conclude
(1) that the operations in Figure 2 operate in reverse, (2) that
differential
images of orientation
(Fig. 5) add nondestructively
when normalized
for orientation,
(3) that positions of maxima
and minima in each differential
image are linear functions of
stimulus orientation,
and (4) that the operations in Figure 2 are
therefore unlikely to have distorted the data.
This test is performed in Figure 13, where a and b showcosine

and sine coefficients for the vectors displayed (in Polar coordinates) in Figure 7, a and b. These should reflect preferences
for verticaVhorizonta1
and left/right oblique. And, as one can
seeby comparing them with actual differential imagesin Figure
13, c and d, the correspondenceis close. Dark and light peaks
occupy similar locations, as do boundaries
in between. The
obvious alignment is emphasizedin Figure 13, e andf; where
zero-crossingsfrom Figure 13, a and b, have beenadded, making

it clear that the main difference (between Fig. 13, a,b and c,d)
arisesfrom greater signal: noise ratios in Figure 13, a and b,
which reflect contributions from many more images.
Vascular artifacts and fractures. Vascular artifacts were also
consideredextensively in the preceding article (Blasdel, 1992).
The exercisewaslargely academic,however, sincethere wasno
obvious reason for suspectingblood vesselsin the first place:
they are virtually transparent to light at 720 nm (the wavelength
usedto monitor activity), and they do not resembledifferentially
imaged patterns at all. Even subtle influencescould usually be
ruled out. This is more difficult to arguein the caseof fractures,
however. Even though we have no reasonto assumethat vascular artifacts have reemergedspontaneously, the superficial
similarity between fractures and blood vesselshas led to some
speculation that the two are related (Grinvald et al., 1986; Orbath and Van Essen,1986).
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Figure 14, a and d, shows vascular and fracture patterns from
the same region of cortex where, despite superficial similarities,
they clearly differ. While blood vessels appear in a variety of
sizes (Fig. 14~) with self-similar distributions across scales (i.e.,
they are fractal), fractures always consist of isolated lines, distributed periodically at one scale. Another difference is that
blood vessels cross one another frequently while fractures never
do. The visual overlay of fractures and blood vessels in Figure
14e makes these differences obvious. Fractures extend just as
frequently over lightly vascularized regions as they do over
heavily vascularized ones. And even when they occur in the
latter regions, they are just as likely to cross blood vessels at
right angles as they are to run along one side. They usually are
not aligned.
One therefore should consider whether fractures could be
generated by vascular artifacts. A singularity cannot be explained
in this way because it reflects trends in orientation preference
all around-trends
that extend well beyond the boundaries of
any particular blood vessel. The singularity is required by these
trends, whether it overlaps with a blood vessel or not. The same
is true for a fracture, which divides separate trends extending
continuously on either side for some distance.
Another way of addressing this issue is to consider what a
real vascular artifact might look like. The discontinuities in a
vascular image, for example, have a different distribution. These
are depicted in Figure 14J; where the resulting lines clearly look
like blood vessels. And, unlike the linear discontinuities in Figure 14d. the discontinuities in Figure 14f extend in pairs-one
on either side of each blood vessel producing them-as one
would expect.
An actual artifact, arising from a blood vesseltoo large to be
avoided, appearsin the differential image in Figure 15b (large
arrow), as well as in each subsequentstageof processing(Fig.
15c,d,as well asFig. 6~). As one can see,this artifact generated
a pair of lines (as expected from Fig. 14J). It should be emphasized that such artifacts are uncommon, however, (1) because
they usually do not arise from blood vesselssmaller than 150
km (in diameter), and (2) becausethey are obvious when they
occur. It therefore is unlikely that blood vesselscontribute substantially to fractures analyzed in this article.
Artifacts and orientation selectivity. Since optically determined values of orientation selectivity are sensitive to signal
intensity, there is someconcern that the narrow zonesofreduced
selectivity (Fig. 7b) might be due to blood vesselsblocking light.
This can be checked by comparing values of orientation selectivity with vascular outlines in Figure 14~. Except in one instance, near the intersection of two large blood vessels(which
would be excluded in any case),the blood vesselsmay be observed to follow independent trajectories, passingjust as frequently over regionsof high and low selectivity. And even where
they overlap zonesof reduced selectivity, they are not obviously
aligned, as one would expect from hemoglobin’sweak absorption at this wavelength (720 nm), as well as from the small
diametersof blood vesselsin this area. More interference would
be expected at the shorter wavelengthsusedto monitor intrinsic
signals(Grinvald et al., 1986; Ts’o et al., 1990).
Reduced selectivity and fractures. As noted earlier, the apparent selectivity for orientation is reducednear fractures. While
consistentwith previous observations(Horton and Hubel, 1980;
Livingstone and Hubel, 1984a), such a correlation could also
arisefrom other factors. One possibility is that zonesof reduced
selectivity reflect the lateral spread of optical signals(due to
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Figure
16. Illustration of one way in which an elongated
regionof
reducedselectivitymightleadto the appearance
of a fracture.u, As one
canseefrom this illustration, the lateral spread of signals (through light

scatter, lateral averaging, etc.) across a zone of reduced selectivity (indicated by shading)might bias the apparent preferences on either side,
leading to a sharp correction in the middle. Note, however, that this
mechanism only works in a few cases where narrow zones of reduced
selectivity run parallel to, and lie within, groups of iso-orientation slabs.

When they run perpendicular,asillustratedin b, thereis no effectbe-

cause signals spread into regions preferring the same orientation. As
one can see in Figure 8~2,this is a more common arrangement: fractures
and zones of reduced selectivity tend to lie at the ends of iso-orientation
slabs, in the centers of ocular dominance bands, and not at their sides,
which makes the mechanism illustrated in a unlikely.

averaging, light scatter, etc.) acrosssingularitiesand fractures.
While this is a seriousconcern, it cannot explain the correlation
completely since reductions in orientation selectivity are also
associatedwith blobs (Livingstone and Hubel, 1984a), which
are correlated with fractures.
Another possibility is that zones of reducedselectivity somehow induce fractures (Fig. 16~). If orientation preferencesreally
were organized in a sheetof extended slabs,an aligned fracture
might be induced in the middle by a narrow channel of reduced
selectivity. This would occur if there wasany lateral mixing of
signals(e.g., through light scatter, lateral averaging, etc.) such
that stronger ones could propagate inward, invading weaker
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Figure 17. Binary ocular dominance slabs (e.g., Fig. lc) exist only in
layer 4c, where geniculate afferents terminate and where cells respond
only to one eye. Outside layer 4c, where orientation selectivity emerges,
binocularity also becomes important, and must therefore be illustrated
separately. In Figure 16, ocular dominance is illustrated with right or
left eye slabs in layer 4c, and with many gradations of binocular slab
above. From this illustration it is clear that ocular dominance shifts
continuously and linearly, between extremes of right and left eye dominance, that lie over the centers of right and left eye slabs in layer 4c.
Note that this rendering places the most continuous and linear sequences
of changing ocular dominance directly over the edges of ocular dominance slabs in layer 4c, where ocular dominance changes precipitously.
It also positions nonlinear reversals in the direction of change directly
over the centers of ocular dominance bands in layer 4c, where ocular
dominance is monocular but continuous.

onesfrom either sideand thereby inducing an artificially abrupt
transition in the middle.
While plausible, this mechanismrequires many specialconditions that usually are not present. It assumes,for example,
that orientation preferencesare mapped in a sheetof extended
slabs,which they clearly are not sincea continuous sheetcannot
be reconciled with singularities.A secondproblem arisesfrom
attempts

to explain

why orientation

selectivity

should be atten-

uated in long, narrow paths. This is unlikely to occur spontaneously, and extraneous factors like blood vesselsare ruled out
by their lack of correspondencewith fractures or zones of reduced selectivity. And lastly, asone can seein Figure 8a, most
fractures are not aligned with iso-orientation slabs,as required
by this explanation (seeFig. 16b).

Discussion
Theseresultsshowthat vertical/horizontal and left/right oblique
components can be extracted from differential imagesof orientation, and averagedto infer precisemapsof orientation preferenceand selectivity. The derived maps confirm previous observations of sequenceregularity in the mapping of orientation
preference (Hubel and Wiesel, 1974a), extending them to two
dimensions,where the linear sequencesappear as patches,and
the breaks between them extend into lines.
Comparison with previous work
One surprising result is that regionspreferring the sameorientation extend no farther than 0.5-1.0 mm laterally-a
distance
far shorter than expected from previous observations (Hubel
and Wiesel, 1974a; Hubel et al., 1978). This would have been
difficult to anticipate from the results of previous recordings,
sincetangential electrode penetrations only sampleover a few
millimeters in one dimension. At this scale, the regular shifts
in orientation preferenceare far more striking than the breaks
that interrupt them, making Hubel and Wiesel’s(1974a) infer-

ence of parallel orientation slabsthe dominant organization.
But this organization breaks apart at larger scalesbecauseisoorientation slabsand linear sequencesare both limited to distances shorter than 1.0 mm.
The long bands of 2DG label that were thought to indicate
“orientation columns” initially (Hubel et al., 1978)were found
to contain many regions nonselective for orientation (Horton
and Hubel, 1980; Humphrey and Hendrickson, 1983; Livingstone and Hubel, 1984a) and accordingly have been reinterpreted to consist of much shorter, orientation-sensitive segments, strung together by blobs (Blasdel, 1992). A careful
consideration of thesepatterns, and the information they convey, has led to conclusions(1) that orientation preferencescan
never be inferred from responsesto a singleorientation, and (2)
that orientation preferencesare not even defined unless responsesto several orientations can be compared.
The number of orientation-dependent responsesrequired to
determine preferencesunambiguouslydependson the degreeof
selectivity sincenarrow rangesof responserequire closerintervals of sampling. While an optimal number of differential imageshasyet to be established,the minimum number is at least
two, since the ambiguities in one differential image (for left or
right oblique in a differential image of vertical/horizontal, e.g.)
can only be resolved by another differential image(for left/right
oblique). Since eachdifferential image reflects responsesto two
(orthogonal) orientations, a minimum offour 2DG autoradiograms would be required to provide the sameinformation.
Linearity of orientation preference
The most striking aspectof Hubel and Wiesel’s(1974a) earlier
work was the linearity with which orientation preferenceswere
observedto rotate laterally. Linear zonesareapparent with twodimensional mapping as well, where they appear as two-dimensional patchesof rainbow (Blasdeland Salama, 1986). As
one can seein Figure 7a, the iso-orientation slabswithin each
patch correspond exactly to those expected from Hubel and
Wiesel’sillustration in Figure lc, but only in areas0.5-1.0 mm
across,circumscribed by sharply delineated boundarieswhere
linearity breaks down.
Singularities
Singularitiesarise whenever orientation preferencesrotate continuously through + 180” alongclosedpaths in two dimensions.
They were evident in the first optical recordings from monkey
striate cortex (Blasdeland Salama, 1986), and they were shown
to correlate with cytochrome oxidase blobs shortly thereafter
(Blasdel and Tootell, 1987; Blasdel, 1989a). They are likely to
be a general feature of striate cortical organization (Swindale,
1992),sincethey recently have alsobeenobservedin cats(Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1991). Becausethey frequently accompany fractures in monkey striate cortex, it is not clear whether
these two organizations should be consideredseparately or as
parts of a continuum. The distinction introduced here, that
fractures and singularitiesreflect gradient discontinuities of less
and more than 90”, can be applied operationally since discontinuities smaller than or equal to 90” must extend along lines
(in a continuous, two-dimensional space),while discontinuities
greater than 90” can only exist at points.
Singularities arise from incremental rotations through angles
of symmetry, along closed paths. Hence, vectors produce singularitieswhen they rotate through 360”, while trianglesproduce
them when they rotate through 120” (Penrose, 1979). The fact
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that singularities in orientation preference arise for rotations
through 180” therefore suggest (1) that orientation preferences
rotated through 180” are equivalent; (2) that they have no directional components, like vectors (that have to rotate through
360”); and (3) that directional preferences are not organized
laterally in relation to orientation preference. All of these suggestions agree with previous observations (Hubel and Wiesel,
1962; Schiller et al., 1976; G. G. Blasdel, unpublished observations) that neurons preferring opposite directions of movement (i.e., directions offset by 180”) are frequently recorded at
the same time.
Another consequence of 180” rotations is that positive “loop”type, as well as negative “tri-radius”-type
singularities ensure
(1) that preferences for all orientations are brought uniquely
close together, within easy reach of most upper-layer dendrites,
and (2) that orientation preferences on opposite sides are always
perpendicular.
Linearity and selectivity
Since the apparent selectivity for orientation dips near singularities and fractures, it is tempting to conclude that it correlates
with linearity. If orientation selectivity were enhanced through
lateral inhibition (Blakemore and Tobin, 1972; Sillito, 1979),
for example, it should be more pronounced in regions where
the preferences of neighboring cells change most linearly with
distance. A correlation is also expected from the close association between gradient discontinuities and blobs, because orientation selectivity is reduced in the latter (Livingstone and
Hubel, 1984a). Some caution is advisable, however, since the
reduced orientation selectivity that seems apparent could also
be induced by the spread of optical signals across fractures.
Such effects can be minimized in future experiments by using
larger magnifications to reduce the effects of lateral averaging,
and by using confocal optics to reduce scatter. This is probably
not the principle explanation for zones of reduced orientation
selectivity near fractures, however, since these zones are not
distributed evenly around discontinuities, and since they come
in a variety of widths and are frequently asymmetric. Preliminary correlations with single-unit recordings also indicate they
are populated by less selective cells.
Ocular dominance
Singularities and fractures are especially abundant in the centers
of ocular dominance columns (see Figs. 8b, 9; Table 1). The
significance of this is difficult to appreciate in the context of
only two categories of ocular dominance represented in slabshaped domains. When ocular dominance is represented to reflect binocularity in the upper layers, however, as it is in Figure
17, it becomes clear that, between the centers of adjacent ocular
dominance columns, ocular dominance changes linearly as well.
In fact, the perpendicular trajectories of most orientation slabs
(see Fig. 12~) ensures that overlapping maps of orientation and
ocular dominance change linearly along orthogonal axes. This
superposition of orthogonal maps, in the most binocular regions
of cortex that express the greatest selectivity for orientation,
hardly seems a coincidence and suggests that these linear zones
engage in special visual functions.
Linearity and density of orientation preferences
As illustrated in Figure 10, c and d, there is a tradeoff between
linearity and density in the mapping of orientation preference.
When linearity is optimized, orientation preferences are defined
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with great resolution, but at low density because large areas of
cortex are needed to represent all possibilities. With the optimization of density, on the other hand, all orientation preferences are brought uniquely close together, at the sacrifice of
linearity and resolution. As one can see in Figure 10, c and d,
both schemes are optimized periodically, at complimentary intervals, such that the advantages conferred by each are distributed evenly.
What these advantages are remains to be determined. In view
of the observation that upper-layer dendrites are nearly uniform
in size, forming cylinders 250-350 I.rm across (Lund and Yoshioka, 1991) an important clue would appear to lie in the range
of orientations available to each cell. In the linear zones, each
neuron could expect to receive linearly organized, orientationally selective, and binocular information over a small range of
orientations. And while this would enable precise judgements
about edge position and orientation, within the sampled range,
information about orthogonal orientations would be unavailable. The convergence of orientation preferences near singularities, on the other hand, would facilitate comparisons of edge
contributions, at different orientations, even though information
about single edges would be less precise.
Speculations
These specializations seem ideal for scene segmentation, where
contours are distinguished from surfaces, on the basis of local
information. Contours, which are defined here as single, onedimensional edges with well-defined positions and axes, must
be distinguished from surfaces, defined here as two-dimensional
distributions of edges (or colors), because they are more likely
to represent boundary contours (Cohen and Grossberg, 1984;
Grossberg, 1987). Since contours and surfaces may both contain
edges, however, the distinction is not trivial. If striate cells could
exploit the information conveyed locally by dimensionality (e.g.,
whether features distribute in one or two dimensions) to achieve
a partial segmentation, however, the tasks of subsequent areas
would be simpler.
Provided this occurs, contours are most likely to be perceived
in the linear zones, where orientation preferences are mapped
linearly with distance (Fig. 106). The significance of linear, twodimensional maps of orientation is illustrated by the Hough
transform in Figure 18 (Hough, 1962; Barlow, 1980; Ballard
and Brown, 1982; Ballard et al., 1983) which was invented to
find lines of bubbles in particle detectors, and which works by
extracting straight lines from noise (see Fig. 18). It begins by
grouping neighboring “bubbles” (Fig. 18~) into pairs and calculating new coordinates, specified by the orientation of an infinitely long line that passes through both points, and the distance between that line and some origin (which, in Fig. 18a,b,
lies at the center). When all point pairs have been transformed
into new coordinates, and plotted against orthogonal axes, the
detection of straight lines becomes trivial, since all the pairs
generated by the same particle track (or contour) lie along the
same infinitely long line, and therefore map into the same location (Fig. 18b).
The great benefit of the Hough representation (Fig. 18b), where
orientation and position are mapped linearly along orthogonal
axes, is that most similar contours become represented by nearest neighbors. Small amounts of noise in the perceived orientation and position of an edge (Fig. 18~) lead to small amounts
of scatter about the horizontal and vertical axes (Fig. 184. But
because orientation and position are both mapped linearly, the
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Figure 18. The Hough transform (Hough, 1962) was invented to automate the detection of particle tracks in bubble chambers. Since the task at
hand resembles that of contour detection in noisy visual environments (Ballard and Brown, 1982; Ballard et al., 1983), and since orientation is
mapped linearly with respect to distance in Hough space as well as in striate cortex, it provides a compelling metaphor for the operations likely to
be carried
out in striate
cortex. a, The problem, illustrated here schematically, is to distinguish between bubbles in a straight line, that may indicate
a particle track, and those occurring randomly. The transform works by taking the position of each bubble and comparing it with that of its nearest
neighbor to find the orientation and displacement of an infinitely long (broken)
line passing through both locations. These values specify a unique
location in a new “Ho&”
space (b) where orientation and position are mapped linearly along orthogonal axes. Three sample pairs are indicated
by circles in a, where the infinitely long lines running through them are indicated by broken lines corresponding to distinct locations in b. b, When
this operation is performed iteratively, on every point in the image, values build up rapidly at “Hough” coordinates corresponding to particle
tracks because the bubbles associated with them lie along the same infinitely long lines. It is obvious in a. for example, that bubbles corresponding
to r, are much more numerous than those corresponding to r, or r,, and that consequently they give rise to a larger value (indicated by a darker
circle) in b. c, The power of this transform derives from the linearity
of maps for orientation and position. Because of this, positional uncertainty
(indicated by vertical solid b ars, upper left aperture)
leads to scatter about the horizontal axis (see d), while orientational uncertainty (indicated by
stippling,
lower right aperture)
registers as scatter about vertical. d, Since orientation and position axes are orthogonal, however, values arising from
a degraded contour cluster around a central point representing the best possible fit for the observed contour. What has happened, therefore, is that
single contours are represented as single points rather than one-dimensional strings of points.

cluster spreads symmetrically
about the same point, which corresponds to a single “best” contour.
As Ballard et al. (1983) pointed out, the Hough transform
provides a useful metaphor for striate cortex since both engage
in similar tasks-contour
detection-and
both are characterized
by linear maps of orientation
preference along one axis. The
relevance of Hough transforms
is strengthened
by the recent
finding (Blasdel and Salama, 1986) that linear organizations
of
orientation preference are confined to patches 0.5-I .O mm across.
But the likelihood
that cells in the linear zones use Hough transforms to find edges rests on the supposition
that position is
mapped linearly along the orthogonal
axis.

This still must be demonstrated.
But the orthogonality
between orientation
and ocular dominance
makes it likely. This
is because the duplicate representations
of retinotopic
space in
the ocular dominance
bands of layer 4c (Hubel et al., 1974;
Blasdel and Fitzpatrick,
1984) require that receptive field positions move twice as quickly across them as along them, thereby
creating small linear maps in the appropriate
directions. And
since theserepresentations
are relayed vertically upward, with
little or no distortion (Fitzpatrick
et al., 1985), they are at least
available in the upper layers.
The orientation
preferences near singularities
offer different
constraints (Fig. 10~). All orientations
are represented close to
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Figure 19. This figure illustrates one possible implementation of texture space near singularities. Because the dendritic fields of most upper
layer neurons are contained within cylindrical zones, 250-350 pm across
(or narrower), the spectrum of orientations impinging on each cell may
well depend on those available within each zone. If this is the case, the
unique arrangements of orientation preferences around singularities may
generate continuous maps of edge density (with special emphasis on
edges that are perpendicular) in populations of postsynaptic cells. Consider the tight loop of orientation preferences around the positive singularity in this figure. Dendritic fields enclosing this singularity can be
expected to receive some information about all orientations. But those
displaced toward the right (a) receive more inputs preferring horizontal
than vertical, which could impose a preference for higher densities of
horizontal edges in two-dimensional
textures (keep in mind that the
selectivities for orientation and position are both reduced). Similarly,
the dendritic fields illustrated in b and c might be expected to receive
more inputs for vertical and left oblique, implying preferences for higher
densities of edges at these orientations (as opposed to others). In this
simple fashion, a continuous coarse coding of all possible textures might
be achieved for one part of visual space, with the advantage that most
similar textures are represented by nearest neighbors.

a

-3
a

El

b
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Figure 20. These two drawings illustrate the manner in which laterally segregated and complementary regions of
cortex might engage in scene segmentation, by specializing in the detection
of contours and surfaces separately. a,
The continuous patches lie between the
centers of ocular dominance bands (see
inset) and overlap with regions where
binocularity, orientation selectivity, and
the continuity of ocular dominance are
most pronounced. According to the
proposed hypothesis, cells within these
zones might specialize in contour detection. Because orientation
preferences rotate continuously along one axis
(in this case vertical), and lateral displacements (might) change continuously along the other, most similar contours (for one part of visual space) are
represented by nearest neighbors-a
scheme that (along with Hough transforms) confers decided advantages in
the isolation of single-edge contours
from noisy visual environments. Note
also, that since none of the neurons in
these zones need (or receive) information about all orientations in any case,
complete cycles through 180” are unnecessary; the important advantages
arise from linearity and continuity. b,
From the example in Figure 19, it is
apparent that singularities may provide
arrangements of orientation preference
needed for orderly representations of
edge texture, where different combinations of edges at orthogonal orientations might be mapped linearly. A
more exhaustive illustration of this
organization is provided in b..
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one another, so every cell is likely to receive inputs preferring
all possible orientations. And the arrangement
of orientation
preferencesaround them, such that perpendicular orientations
are always representedon opposite sides, should be ideal for
comparing edge contributions (or densities)at orthogonal orientations,

which

is necessary

in the evaluation

of textures.

If

one considers the orientations representedwithin a 150~pmwide disk of dendrites that is displacedgradually acrossa positive “loop’‘-type singularity, it is easy to see how ratios of
orthogonally oriented edgescould vary linearly with position.
In Figure 19, a and b, for example, one seesthat the ratio of
vertical to horizontal edgesvaries linearly with displacements
along the x-axis, while the ratio of left to right oblique edges
varies linearly with displacements
along the y-axis (Fig. 19~).
While important
details clearly remain to be worked out, this
scheme would allow most similar textures to be encoded by
nearestneighbors,in a two-dimensional
feature space, with ratios of vertical/horizontal
and left/right
oblique edges represented along orthogonal
axes, such that Hough-like
principles
might be exploited in the analysis of textures (Fig. 206).

Hypothesis
Theseobservationsmay be taken to suggesta generalhypothesis
of striate function: (1) that laterally segregatedregionsof cortex
specialize in the detection of contours and su&zces, (2) that
linear zonesengageprimarily in contour detection, and (3) that
regions around

singularities

specialize

in surface textures.

This

hypothesisis consistentwith many existing observations. It can
explain, for example, the long-term elevations in metabolic activity indicated by increased levels ofcytochrome
oxidase (WongRiley, 1979) near singularities
and regions specializing
in color
(Livingstone
and Hubel, 1984a; Ts’o and Gilbert, 1988), if one

considersthat surfacesoccupy most of visual spaceand that the
cortical regionsresponsiblefor analyzing them are disproportionately small.
A key feature of this hypothesis is that laterally segregated
cortical circuits exploit dimensionality in distinguishing between contours and surfaces.It therefore can be testedby seeing
whether or not this is true. In order for it to be contour detecting
cellsshould be concentrated in the linear zones,and they should
be presentin greater numbers sincethesezones occupy most of
the cortical surface.They shouldbe mappedlinearly for position
as well as for orientation (seeFig. 20a). And, they might summate linearly (to longer edges)but not spatially (to multiple
edgesdistributed in two dimensions) in their receptive fields.
Interactions like this have already beenobserved (Van Essenet
al., 1989; Born and Tootell, 1991; von der Heydt et al., 1992)
but they need to be explored in greater detail.
Cells specializing in surfaces,on the other hand, should be
located near singularities. They should be lessselective for position and orientation, and they should summate in two dimensions,which meansthey should respond better to gratings
than to singleedges.In fact, they are likely to be characterized
by selectivity for somethingresemblingspatial frequency. If the
schemeillustrated in Figure 19 has merit, they should be especially sensitive to the spatial frequenciesof crossedgratings
presentedsimultaneously (seeFig. 206).
If striate cortex can exploit dimensionality to distinguish locally betweencontours and surfaces,it solvesa major dilemma
for cells in subsequentareas,which are thereby freed to pursue
more sophisticated perceptions. If so, this could explain why,
in addition to being thefirst visual area in cortex, striate cortex

is also the largest visual area, comprising some 10-I 5% of the
entire neocortex in macaquemonkeys (Van Essen,1984), and
the only one to recompute all visual information before subsequentprocessing.
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